
Foreign Currency Transactions 
Euro Account



A good example of this would be receiving BPS/Single Farm Payment in euro’s.

The paperwork from the RPA tells you the exchange rate used. In 2016 the rate was 

an average of the European Central Bank rates set over the month of September. If 

you have no paperwork it is easy enough to find this online.

An example of converting this in 2016 would be as follows:

SFP Entitlement of €200,000 exchange rate used was €1 = £0.85228, therefore in 

your accounts you are recording a receipt of £170,456 (€ 200,000 * £0.85228)

Receipt into a euro bank account



Setup Euro Bank Account



Setup a new supplier or customer if buying/selling from EU

Take care to ensure you select the correct country code and enter the 
correct vat number. Check HMRC guidance if in doubt.



Setup a new heading code for currency gain/loss

This can either be income or expenditure. I have seen a setup with a 
heading code for a gain in sales and another heading code for a loss in 
overheads, if in doubt ask your accountant for guidance.



It helps your accountant if you record the year the subsidy relates to along with the euros 
and exchange rate used in the description.

Cash Analysis Receipt for subsidy received in euro’s



At the closing statement date 31 March 17 you will need to post on the
interbank transfer dated 28th March and the bank interest received dated 31st

March (convert the euros into gbp) as an IBT and a CA Receipt and then you are
left with the exchange rate gain/loss. Use the Bank of England Spot Exchange
Rates for the conversion value.

Receive euro bank statement



Use the rate on the day you are reconciling the bank statement to:

Spot Exchange Rates Bank of England



Convert €135,000 to £ using the Bank of England Spot Exchange rate on 28 
March of 1.1535 

Inter bank transfer



Convert €177.23 to £ using the Bank of England Spot Exchange rate on 31 March 
of 1.1694 and post in a Cash Analysis Receipt. Remember to select the Euro Bank 
Account.

Interest received



Start by converting the closing statement balance on the euro bank statement 
into £ using the Bank of England Spot Exchange rate on 31 March of 1.1694.

€71,072.48 / 1.1694 = £60,776.88.

Look at your bank figure to the same date. £58,605.53 (drilldown from below to 
get pence)

Exchange rate gain or loss.



Exchange rate gain or loss.

This is the closing statement balance 
in £ for March 17



Bank Reconciliation


